WE MAKE YOUR EHR BETTER
It’s frustrating. Even with the billions invested in EHRs, facts essential to care for patients are hard to find and share. Specialties need details presented from their own clinical perspective, yet after hunting and clicking to unearth information, it is irritatingly out-of-context. It forces clinicians to adjust workflows to accommodate how EHR data is provided. These workarounds reduce clinical productivity, stealing time away from patients. Clinicians are annoyed. Patients feel ignored. Care is impacted. And, this minimizes the value of your EHR.

TRANSFORM YOUR EHR EXPERIENCE

HOW TO SIMPLIFY YOUR EHR
The Core Workflow Suite is designed by clinicians who re-imagined—then re-engineered how physicians and nurses use the EHR. Created from the perspective that it takes a team to manage a patient, your EHR is transformed into a secure, easy-to-use, clinical communication and collaboration hub—all within Cerner.

CORE CLINICAL WORKFLOWS
WORK MANAGER APP > NOTIFY APP > MESSAGING APP
Streamline patient care, clinical progress and team communication with an EHR-embedded application that synchronizes information from mobile-to-desktop. Rich, actionable EHR information is presented in a format unique to each specialty’s priorities. Clinical teams caring for a patient have what they need, when they need it, to organize rounds, convey discharge readiness, and conduct handoffs. Because workflows live within the EHR, the integrated smart notifications and secure messaging ensure that actionable information is sent directly to the clinician.

CORE DISEASE WORKFLOWS
DIABETES APP
This EHR-embedded application standardizes and streamlines the management of some of the most challenging clinical conditions from admission to discharge. Data often scattered throughout the EHR is organized and presented so that providers can quickly assess trends and glean the insights needed to deliver best-practice care and to reduce variability. Currently available for diabetes management, applications for other complex conditions such as sepsis and anticoagulation are in development.

ABOUT
- Physician-founded in 2011
- Market leader in out-of-the-box EHR workflows customized by specialty & condition
- In-patient, Cerner EHR-embedded solution (MPages)
- Minimal IT impact, no interfaces or onsite training needed
- In use at 130 hospitals across 20+ health systems
YOUR EHR—TRANSFORMED

PHYSICIANS
Experience a re-engineered, mobile-to-desktop EHR that aligns your care workflows.

NURSES
Simplify care coordination—know who to call and efficiently coordinate discharges.

PATIENTS
Your care is streamlined and coordinated—no more waiting for answers.

IT
Minimal impact—Cerner plug-and-play means no interfaces. All installations, maintenance, and upgrades are handled. No onsite training needed.

EXECUTIVES
A fast, easy, low-cost way to support clinicians and immediate accelerate EHR value.

REQUEST A DEMO AND LEARN HOW THESE CLIENTS AND OTHERS HAVE TRANSFORMED THEIR EHR.

PROVEN EHR VALUE

EFFICIENCY
50% less pre-rounding time HAND-COPYING DATA
15 minutes per patient SHORTENED TEAM ROUNDS
50% fewer patients missed on rounds

QUALITY
40% more pre-rounds time spent seeing patients
Improved CONTINUITY of care

IMPROVED SIGN-OUT EFFICIENCY

PROVIDER SATISFACTION
COMPLETE DAILY WORK SOONER
30 to 45 FEWER MINUTES PER DAY managing patient information (residents)
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